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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Instead of handling pallets in and out of the warehouse, warehouse processes 
now need to handle a mixture of pallets, cases and individual pieces in small 
quantities. The number of SKUs handled in the warehouse has increased as 
a consequence of a wider assortment. This creates an increased complexity 
that warehouse operations need to deal with.

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

What drives changes in how warehouses are operated is  
consumer behaviours and expectations. Consumers have ex-
pectations on range, availability and deliveries. E-commerce 
and the need for omni-channel deliveries are the two most 
important changes affecting warehouse operations today. 

Expectations on same day or next day deliveries put pressure on deliveries 
and your warehouse processes and supporting systems needs to focus on 
order fulfilment. We expect the market and demands from customers will 
continue to change and therefore it is important to design and build your 
automation solution with flexibility to be able to adapt for future demands 
that you are not aware of today.

Warehouse automation can be divided into automated decision making and 
automated goods handling, both aiming at increasing efficiency and through-
put by using less manual work. We describe it as the brain (decision making) 
and body (goods handling) of the warehouse.
 
Automation is growing rapidly, and most modern warehouses use a com-
bination of manual and automated processes. A best-of-breed Warehouse 
Management System operating in real-time is the best way to run operations 
that mix manual and automated processes. Then you can be sure that the 
manual, decision making and goods handling automation will support order 
fulfilment in the right way at any given moment.

The transparency that comes with e-commerce creates pressure  
on profitability and increases the need for efficiency improve-
ments. To succeed in this competitive landscape you need to  
create a competitive advantage through logistics and warehouse 
management. The right warehouse automation solution creates 
that competitive advantage for you.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY WHAT IS WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION?

Two things can be automated in the warehouse:

• The decision-making process. 
• The goods handling process. 

Decision making is about how you handle information to optimize warehouse 
processes, utilize resources, and decide where to store and how to pick.  
Goods handling is about how you move goods within the warehouse, either 
in manual or mechanized flows.

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

Warehouse automation means combining mechanics and 
software to make your operations perform smarter, use less 
space and produce more with less resources.

Decision
Making

Goods HandlingManual

Manual

Automated

SYSTEM 
AUTOMATION

MECHANIZED
AUTOMATION

SOPHISTICATED
AUTOMATION

LOW
AUTOMATION

Automated

There are four levels of automation in the warehouse:

1. Low automation – manual warehouses or warehouses using basic decision- 
making automation to support warehouse processes.

2. System automation – warehouses using advanced automated decision 
making such as Warehouse Management Systems (WMS) to support 
ware house processes. The WMS can be integrated to simpler automation 
equipment (also referred to as semi automation) such as RFID technology, 
pick-to/put-to/pick-by light and voice picking, supporting more efficient 
decision making and picking.

3. Mechanized automation – When decision making is automated the next 
step is to automate goods handling using conveyors, automated storage 
and retrieval systems. This level of automation is sometimes controlled by 
the WMS (simple automation like conveyors and AS/RS of small com-
plexity that connects directly to the WMS from a competent MFC) and 
sometimes a WCS functionally seamlessly integrated with the WMS to 
handle decision making and to secure coordination with manual processes 
are needed. If you have advanced business logic needs and/or a need to 
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combine automated picking with manual operations (and you do not have 
a full-blown WMS that can handle these tasks), then a WES might also 
be needed to accurately control the picking flows inside the automation 
and possibly also synchronize the manual flows with the automated flows. 
Typically, mechanized automation includes flows in and out of the AS/RS 
together with conveyors.

4. Sophisticated automation – The final level of automation is where ware-
houses use highly automated equipment for more complex goods handling  
flows to eliminate manual movements and to streamline order picking 
processes. This level of automation needs a WCS or WES that can handle 
complex decision-making logic to manage material flows of a mixture of 
individual items; cases and pallets. Typically, this material flow includes a 
mixture of equipment – AS/RS, conveyors, automatic sorters, AGVs (Auto-
mated Guided Vehicles), robotic picking system and automatic palletizers 
that optimize the order fulfilment process.

You need to have a deep understanding of how the automation works and 
for which purpose you will use it. It is not a strict rule that you need to move 
from low automation to system automation. It is possible to move from 
manual or low automation to mechanical automation or even sophisticated 
automation. 

The most common goods handling automation equipment is automated stor-
age and retrieval systems (AS/RS). They consist of a number of components:

• Rack system for storage

• Cranes or shuttles that run in aisles

• Load handling devices or shuttles that move products from the crane  
to the rack location

• Conveyor system to move goods to and from the AS/RS and dock areas

• Picking and packing stations to meet required delivery and transport 
demands

• Software to control, track and optimize all product movements

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

It is not a strict 
rule that you  
need to move  
from low auto-
mation to system 
automation.
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EVOLUTION OF  
WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

Fourth-generation  automation is  driven by the need to inte grate warehouse 
operations with supply chain to handle the speed and flexibility required for 
e-commerce and omni-channel distribution. Instead of only handling pallets 
in and out of the warehouse, it now must  handle a mixture of pallets, cases 
and individual pieces to be shipped to stores, post offices and direct home 
to consumers. With a different consumer buying behaviour in the fourth 
generation, with a new and/or different demands and complexity of different 
systems due to rapid development of e-commerce, the supply chain needs 
to be interlinked and involved to secure 100 % customer satisfacation. 

Warehouses have invested in a new type of automation equipment designed 
to handle small quantities and increased number of SKUs (Stock Keeping 
Units) that can handle goods with speed, flexibility and control. It includes 
goods-to-man systems such as Autostore, shuttle systems, automatic sorters, 
AGV, robotic picking systems and automatic palletizers. 

Global automation of warehouses around the world is expected to  
accelerate over the next five years. The demands for speed, flexibility and 
control will increase. Using new technology connected by internet of things 
will speed up information gathering and machine learning will enhance and 
automate decision making in the warehouse. Machine learning will also make 
us better at anticipating demand and managing your warehouse more pro-
actively. Other areas for machine learning are slotting, where you place the 
goods in the warehouse, work force planning and optimization of put-away 
and pick rounds. 

We see more and more sophisticated goods handling automation for picking, 
packing and palletizing. Furthermore we believe that the ever changing mar-
ket environment will increase demand for more flexible automation solutions 
that can be adapted to new demands.

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

The first generation of warehouse 
automation consisted of isolated 
islands of automated equipment 
that could replace manual work in 
standardized processes. Typically, 
conveyor and crane systems operat-
ing separately without integration to 
other automation. 

The second generation of ware-
house automation combines differ-
ent kinds of goods handling auto-
mation equipment into automated 
solutions. Second-generation goods 
handling automation was designed 
to handle pallets and deliveries  
from the Warehouse to stores with  
a streamlined, static demand. Typi-
cally, goods handling automation in-
cluded vertical lifts, high-bay cranes, 
conveyors and mechanical sorters. 

Third-generation warehouse auto-
mation is driven by demand for more 
flexibility to handle different order 
flows. There is a need to integrate 
more decision-making automation 
with goods handling automation to 
achieve more flexible automation 
solutions. Goods handling automa-
tion is usually combined with WCS 
and WMS functionality.

Fourth-generation  
automation is  
driven by the need 
to inte grate ware-
house operations 
with supply chain 
to handle the speed  
and flexibility requi-
red for e-commerce 
and omni-channel 
distribution.
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WHY AUTOMATE YOUR WAREHOUSE?

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

This puts new requirements on how warehouses are operated and drives 
decision making and goods handling automation. 

The main drivers for investing in goods handling automation are:

• Higher throughput: The order fulfilment process in an e-commerce ware-
house is more complex than in a DC that only handles pallets in and out. 
To be able to handle this complexity and the demand for faster and more 
frequent deliveries you need to invest in goods handling automation like 
goods-to-man solutions, sorters and conveyors.

• Optimize space utilization: Warehouses today need to handle a great-
er assortment while warehouse space gets more and more expensive, 
especially in urban areas. Some automation reduces space, but some 
(con veyors, AGV’s etc) actually sometimes requires more space. Often to 
reduce warehouse space.

• Reduce labour and equipment costs: By investing in automation for  
decision making and goods handling you reduce labour and manual 
equipment cost.

• Decrease dependency of labour: In many areas it is difficult to find labour 
for warehouse operations. This will only continue as more technology 
is introduced in warehouse processes and puts even more demands on 
labour expertise.  

• Improved planning of resources and deliveries: Resource and produc-
tion planning is a challenge for many warehouses since efficiency varies 
between different workers, and employees on sick leave disturbs planning. 
Investing in automation gives you a foreseeable and reliable capacity that 
improves resource and production planning.

You get a favourable ROI (Return On Investment) on warehouse automation 
investment by increasing volume or decreasing the number of FTEs (Full Time 
Employees). There are other values and savings, such as better space utiliza-
tion and pick quality improvements. 

ROI for investing in warehouse automation in low-cost countries will not be 
as favourable but is profitable if you need to increase your volume, picking 
accuracy or handle an increased complexity within existing warehouses.

What drives the changes in how warehouses should be run is ultimately consumer  
behaviours and expectations. Consumers have expectations on availability and deliveries.  
E-commerce and omnichannel deliveries are the two strongest drivers transforming ware-
house operations, putting demands on individualized receiving, handling and delivery. 
Consumers expect a greater range, resulting in more SKUs in the warehouse. Same or  
next-day deliveries put new demands on warehouses. 
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SYSTEM LANDSCAPE
OF THE AUTOMATED WAREHOUSE

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

Automated decision making in the warehouse is handled by a number of 
different software components. System architecture within the warehouse 
can be divided into:

• WMS – Warehouse Management System: The WMS coordinates ware-
house processes and visualizes all connected processes at the various 
workstations (goods-in, picking workstations, packing etc.). It disperses 
and manages the quantities and movements of all goods within the ware-
house, both manual and automated.

• WES – Warehouse Execution System: Integration layer versus goods 
handling automation that can anticipate the workload needed and or-
chestrate workflow across goods handling automation. Supports picking 
operations in automation.

• WCS – Warehouse Control System: The WCS manages real-time activities 
of all storages, re-storages and retrievals in the warehouse. It monitors 
warehouse operatives and manual workstations, and coordinates and 
increases the efficiency of subsystems.

• MFC – Material Flow Control: The MFC controls a sub system (eg crane/
conveyor system). It leads, coordinates and optimizes the transportation 
of different load handlers within the installation and acts as an intermedi-
ary between field control and superior software levels. It takes care of the 
consistently-high conveyance, storage and retrieval performance within 
the material flow of individual sub systems.

• PLC – Programmable Logic Controller: Machine controls activate and 
manage each device in the automated conveyor and warehouse system to 
ensure that all commands are executed.

  There are no strict boundaries between different layers in the warehouse system  
landscape, and interface levels can vary – arrows mark possible interface boundaries.

There is a big  
benefit in having 
a clear separation 
between different 
functionalities in 
the Warehouse to 
enable thorough 
testing of each lay-
er of functionality.
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There is a big benefit in having a clear separation between different function-
alities in the Warehouse to enable thorough testing of each layer of function-
ality. This way you can avoid problems when you start up your new automat-
ed system, saving time and money.

A Consafe Logistics software solution for warehouses combines the sepa-
ration between WMS – WES – WCS functionality, with seamless integration 
between those systems in a way that brings the most value to warehouse 
operations.

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

When designing the system landscape of your warehouse it is  
important to define it in a way that each system does what it is  
designed to do. The different layers of functionality should be  
seamlessly integrated, bringing more speed, flexibility, control and 
visibility to your Warehouse operations. 
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SETTING UP THE WAREHOUSE
AUTOMATION SOLUTION

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

It is important to involve the right partners to support you in designing your 
warehouse. To setup an efficient and robust operation of your warehouse 
you need partners with the right expertise:

• Solid knowledge of warehouse logistic processes, both manual and  
automated

• Knowledge of software components used for automated decision making

• Knowledge of goods handling automation.

Decision-making 
Automation 
software and 
competence

Goods Handling 
Automation 
competence

Warehouse 
Logistic Process 

competence

Defining the right 
automation solution 
for your Warehouse

It is important to have a holistic approach about how to operate your warehouse.  
You do not want an automation island within your warehouse that operates with limited 
visibility and integration with other processes in the warehouse. 

The holistic approach starts with the warehouse processes needed for order 
fulfilment. Based on the order fulfilment process you need to select the right 
kind of solution for each process:

• Manual with support of the right hardware such as handhelds, scanners, 
printers, etc.

• Automated decision making

• Automated goods handling.

Even if automation is growing rapidly within warehouses, most modern 
warehouses use a combination of manual and automated processes. For a 
more flexible use of your automation you will benefit from decisions taken as 
late as possible in the process, which is given by the non-reserving logic from 
a modern warehouse managment system. This will also make optimal use of 
your whole warehouse combining manual and automated processes, aligning 
both in balance. Furthermore, you want to be able to use the same setup and 

The system should 
be able to make 
the right prioritiza-
tion at any given 
moment and have 
the same visibility 
and flexibility for 
manual and auto-
mated processes.
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logic in the automated and the manual warehouse. 

Only then are you sure that manual handling, decision-making and goods 
handling automation will support order fulfilment in the right way at any 
given moment. The system should be able to make the right prioritization at 
any given moment and have the same visibility and flexibility for manual and 
automated processes. This is only possible with a WMS that controls business 
logic, for example location selection and stock keeping, and seamlessly inte-
grates with goods handling automation using WES and WCS functionality.

As shown in the previous section, integration between different software 
components, can be placed at different levels. 

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

One important decision when setting up warehouse automation  
is where to put the integration level between decision making  
auto mation (software provider) and goods handling automation  
(automation supplier). 

If you prioritize perfect visibility, control and flexibility and order fulfilment 
is your highest priority you should place the integration level between the 
WCS and MFC level. This means all decision-making automation is placed 
with the software provider delivering WMS, WES and WCS functionality and 
all goods handling automation is delivered by the automation supplier. 

We refer to this setup as a white box solution for warehouse automation.  
To gain the advantages of having the same platform for decisions and business 
logic you need what we call a white box solution for warehouse automation. 
With this setup you will handle all business logic in the WMS layer. All 
operations, business rules, detailed stock and order maintenance/execution 
as well as direct user interfaces to the operator are handled by the WMS layer 
and coordination/flow control of the automation equipment is handled by 
the WCS layer. This will allow you to prioritize visibility, control and flexibility 
and secure accurate order fulfilment to your customers. The integration level  
is then put between the WCS and MFC level which means that all decision-
making automation is placed with the software provider delivering WMS, 
WES and WCS functionality and all goods handling automation and low-level 
controls to the automation is delivered by the automation supplier (MFC and 
PLC). Simply allowing each system to do what it does best, with the right 
information at hand at the right time.

The opposite to a white box solution is a black box solution. Then the inte-
gration level is put between the WMS and WES/WCS levels. Communication 
between WMS and WES/WCS is then done on pick list level. WMS receives 
the goods and hands over the goods to be stored in the automated area to 
WES/WCS. For picking operations, WMS will split the orders between the dif-
ferent areas (manual and automated areas) and send pick lists to the automa-
tion. After completion, the WMS will receive back reports of what has been 
picked and the picked boxes/pallets consolidating the goods with goods from 
other warehouse areas. 

WMS

WCS

WCS

Automation

Crane

Assignment

PickstationVertical lifts

White box solution

WMS

Picklist

Black box solution
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This setup will allow the automation vendor (or if another supplier of WES/WCS 
solution) to optimize the flows within the specific automation flow but will give 
limited possibilities to reprioritize orders and coordinate with manual processes. 
You will also need to consider the added effort and complexity of having stock 
kept in additional systems to ERP and WMS and if you have complex business 
rules handling for example picking, batch, VAS or other logic these rules must 
be transferred and built both in your WMS (for manual operations) and in your 
WES/WCS (for automated operations, per supplier).

This setup is a good choice when you have most of your stock (>90 %) in the 
automated part of the warehouse with streamlined processes and low variation 
in order flow and little need of additional work tasks/business logic like VAS, 
complex business rules regarding picking/packing etc then probably your main 
concern is efficiency. You might have a limited requirement for visibility, control 
and flexibility. Our recommendation is to put the integration level somewhere 
between the WMS and WES. 

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

Your needs will change over time. An important selection criteria  
is to choose a WMS and a WCS that can be expanded and adopted  
to new market demands as well as expanded with new goods 
handling automation.

An additional huge benefit of a white box solution is that you will not be 
locked to a specific vendor of automation, you will be completely hard-
ware agnostic. For example, when you start using automation, you might 
buy equipment from one or several vendors and integrate them into your 
solution. A few years later, as your business needs have changed, you want 
to invest in additional automation equipment. By putting all your business 
logic in the WMS layer and integrate the different types of automation using 
a hardware independent WCS solution you are free to choose whichever 
automation supplier and solution you like and it will be possible to integrate 
with your existing hardware and software without the need of complex 
integration projects. You simply link the new automation into your existing 
WMS/WCS solution and can directly enjoy the same business logic and GUI 
that you are used to and already run in your existing business. This is the key 
to achieve a truly scalable and flexible solution to be able to grow/adapt to 
changing business needs using all available modern technology and innova-
tive solutions in the market and to be able to utilize the full power of Indus-
try 4.0 solutions in your warehouses. 

You can compare this setup with the human body – the brain (in this case 
the WMS) is the organ that is able to learn and adapt to changing needs (by 
means of new functionality, smart AI applications and connections to other 
software specialized in other areas like ERP, TMS etc) whereas the limbs/mus-
cles of the body (in this case the WCS and MFC) can learn by exercise/im-
proved logic to perform their individual tasks better and faster (exemplified 
by finding the best route in the warehouse for the transports to perform and 
running AMR’s in optimal routes/cycles).
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There are a few more things to think about to set up warehouse automation 
system in a clear way:

• Information flows must be clearly defined and standardized as much as 
possible – send only information necessary to perform the task at hand 
between different information systems. 

• Keeping interfaces standardized keeps the number of test cases, need of  
specialist resources and project cost low, while allowing smoother up-
grades.

• Planning, support and supervision functionality should be put on top of  
the information flow chain, whereas each local subsystem should perform 
their individual tasks as efficiently as possible.

• Most efficient use of equipment is achieved through giving subsystems 
enough tasks to perform during a given time frame – those individual 
tasks can be performed in whichever order, only keeping a stipulated 
finish time.

When you have found the optimal setup of processes and warehouse auto-
mation you want to roll out that setup to your other warehouses. This brings 
significant cost savings if you can copy your solution to multiple sites. 

Since all decision-making automation is placed with the software provider 
you can choose the optimal goods handling automation supplier for each 
warehouse, giving you a strong negotiation position. 

To summarize, there are many advantages in buying an integrated  
solution from a supplier that can provide WMS and WCS functionality:

• You can use the same setup and logic for both the manual and the auto-
mated part of the warehouse. For example, you can use the same custom-
ized packages and labels, you can do stocktaking and error handling in  
the same way.

• Simpler project execution, as less integration work and testing are required.

• One party responsible for operational capacity in the manual and auto-
mated parts of the warehouse.

• Integration between systems enables real-time information exchange, 
creating flexibility and the ability to make the right priorities in material 
flows at any given moment.

• Future changes will be easier, as one partner can take responsibility for 
both the WMS and WCS.

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION
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WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

WHO SHOULD GUARANTEE
THE CAPACITY?
Investing in automation in your warehouse is a significant investment. You want to secure 
the investment by having capacity guarantees from your suppliers. Firstly, clarify what ca-
pacity means and what is included, then decide who should be responsible.

Technical capacity: Theoretical maximum capacity for all parts of the goods 
handling automation (taking into account all parts such as conveyors, lifts, 
cranes etc).

Supplier of goods handling automation guarantees that all equipment and 
hardware perform according to agreed values. 

System capacity: Technical capacity minus operator actions performed at 
pick/pack stations that limit technical capacity, such as:

• Pick verification/equipment at stations (terminals, voice, filling material etc)

• Printout/application of transport/other labels

• Printout of delivery note/other documents

Provided technical capacity is proven, the customer, who is responsible for 
warehouse operations, guarantees that operators will perform tasks in the 
correct time (and not add additional moments that limit capacity) and that 
order structure and delivery times do not deviate from agreed values.

Operational capacity: System capacity put together with decision-making 
automation working tasks associated with picking orders, such as:

• FIFO/FEFO demands

• Rules for number of full pallets used for picking, etc.

• Replenishment strategy

• Stock switch

Providing technical and system capacity is proven, suppliers of decision-
making automation such as WMS, WES and WCS functionality guarantee 
that business logic and system rules allow the agreed overall capacity of the 
complete facility. This is secured based on agreed test cases in the contract.
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WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

SIMULATION
Before investing in an automated solution you should perform a simulation 
to make sure that automation will do its job and reach the efficiency levels 
expected for the predicted ROI. 

This should be done before signing a contract with the party(ies), guarantee-
ing solution capacity. This simulation then acts as the foundation on which 
tests related to capacity are based. If all the agreed capacity is reached after 
go-live, simulation has outplayed its role. 

There is another use of simulation.

When you have run your automated solution for some time, your operation 
may change. Will your solution still work? 

The first simulation is performed based on mathematical algorithms predict-
ing how automation will work. In a live environment it is hard to simulate 
what effect a particular change will have on your operation based on mathe-
matical algorithms. 

AI is a technology that might help you, but it requires work to establish the 
right processes for this. There is another way.

Using your standardized WMS/WCS software you can easily change some 
parameters and install new functionality. 

By replaying some order data in an emulated test system you can simulate 
the effect of your changed processes without real equipment while using the 
actual software in the live environment when installed. This way you can test 
new/changed software and get and understanding of whether it will work in 
reality and what effects it might have on warehouse capacity.
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WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

EMULATION
When you have decided on the technical and architecture/software for your 
automated solution, the implementation phase of the project starts. Dur-
ing the project phase, it might seem as there is no need for any software 
or hardware additions until all the hardware and software is ready to be 
installed on site. 

The idea is to have an environment in which you can:

• Test the solution stepwise (including multiple layers in the process)

• Get familiar with the solution before you see it in operation

• Train your operators in the system solution before it goes live

• As you get closer to the ready solution, test and simulate  
error handling

By having a standardized WMS/WCS solution from one supplier and with 
relatively simple, non-complex interfaces, you can emulate as many parts of 
the system as possible. 

The more things you can test and prepare before the commissioning and go-
live phase the better, and the smoother the startup will be. Focus can then 
be more put into change management and learning to understand and make 
use of the automated solution.

In the more digi-
talized world of 
today the need 
for step-by-step 
testing and virtual 
commissioning has 
increased. 

VISUALIZATION
When you have installed your automated solution you need a tool to visualize 
processes and warehouse flows. This can be split in two parts:

• Mechanical/equipment status

• Process status

For mechanical and equipment status, the automation supplier usually has  
a tool for this. However, this is then monitoring whether all equipment is on-
line and usable, possibly with the addition of some basic information about 
which pallet number is being transported on which position in the layout. 

If a pallet gets stuck somewhere in the warehouse, how do you visualize 
whether this pallet is important to use as replenishment, needed for an urgent 
shipment, etc.? To understand this and get the full picture, you need data 
from the WMS layer integrated in your visualization tool. 

To make this possible you either need a tool that can integrate both layers 
(Mechanical/equipment and process status) or two separate tools. Your 
choice depends on what is available from suppliers, and which architectural 
solution you have chosen for the software controlling your automation.
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CONCLUSIONS

Warehouse automation can be divided into decision-making automation and 
goods handling automation. Depending on your warehouse processes you 
could manage with only decision-making automation. As demand increases, 
so does the need for goods handling automation. You need to have a holistic 
approach and start with the warehouse processes when planning warehouse 
automation. 

Most modern warehouses use a combination of manual and automated  
processes. You need to invest in the right decision-making automation,  
a best-of-breed warehouse management system that operates in real-time 
with non-reserving functionality to orchestrate operations that mix manual 
and automated processes. 

Only then can you be sure that the manual, decision making and goods 
hand ling automation will support order fulfilment in the right way at any 
given moment. 

Highly automated warehouses with more complex goods handling require 
systems that can handle complex decision-making logic to manage material 
flows of a mixture of individuals, cases and pallets within the goods handling 
automation. To manage those complex flows in real time you need a ware-
house control system that is well integrated with the warehouse manage-
ment system and can exchange business logic between systems and control 
goods handling automation.

If your priorities are perfect visibility, control and flexibility you should go for 
a white-box solution placing all decision-making automation with the soft-
ware provider delivering WMS, WES and WCS functionality. 

The main advantage of a white box solution is that you get the same deci-
sion-making logic for both manual and automated warehouse processes. 
This means you can make real-time prioritizations based on information in 
your WMS, both in the manual and automated warehouse. You get the same 
visibility and control for the whole warehouse.  

Demands have increased for higher throughput and faster deliveries. At the same time, 
complexity has increased based on more SKUs to handle an increased mixture of pallets, 
cases and individual items to manage in receiving, handling and delivery. You need to  
automate your warehouse processes to manage this. At the same time we expect market 
demands to continue to change the demand and the need for more flexible automation 
solutions in the future will be a necessity. 

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION
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Choose a WMS/WCS from a hardware agnostic supplier that supports in-
tegration with multiple goods handling automation systems from different 
vendors to make your system future-proof and scalable. This is relevant for 
both existing warehouses if you want to expand with new equipment and if 
you want to expand with new warehouses using the same solution in place. 
In both cases you want to be free to choose the best available technical 
solution in the market for your operations, and not be restricted to buying 
from your existing supplier of goods handling automation.

Automation in your warehouse is a significant investment. Secure 
that investment by receiving capacity guarantees from suppliers. 
Once technical and system capacity is proven, the supplier of deci-
sion-making automation should guarantee that business logic and 
system rules allow the agreed overall capacity of the facility. This is 
secured based on agreed test cases in the contract.

WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION
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